Experience

THE CULTURAL TREASURES IN THE CENTRE OF ÅL

Knowledgeable and committed guides

Every Wednesday and Saturday during the summer season

Tours for groups as well
Meet our experts in local history

Maria Høgetveit Berg

“I like to relate what is nearby and local to the national and international.”

A former teacher, she has been the Director of cultural affairs in Ål for 20 years. Chairperson and board member in national cultural organisations. Broad knowledge of contexts in Norwegian cultural history.

Inger Tveitehagen

“It is important that people know about their history, so they can say where they come from.”

Teacher and certified Hallingdal guide. Member of the Nesch Committee. Professional fields: Ethnology and cultural mediator.

Thor Warberg

“History provides us with useful knowledge and experience, i.e, roots and background for what happens today.”

Sheep farmer, author and cultural worker in Ål. Knows the Ål Rural museum particularly well. Professional fields: Local history, genealogy, place names and language.

Bodil Haug

“What is special about the cultural walks is the large span in time and expression they include. What is interesting is whether there nonetheless is a thread to be found in it all.”

Ethnology at second degree level from the University of Bergen. Self-employed cultural historian and folk singer. Professional fields: National folk costumes and the tradition of religious songs.
EXPERIENCE
CULTURAL TREASURES

in the centre of Ål summer 2015

1 July – 15 August
Wednesdays at 16.00
Saturdays at 13.00

Guided tour

- The Nesch museum at the Ål Cultural Centre
- Hallingrosa at the Ål Cultural Centre
- Sundre Torg
- Ål church
- Ål Stave church museum and the stave church site

Duration: about 1.5 hours.
Price: NOK 100 per person.
Free for people under 16 years of age.
Meet at the Ål Tourist Office.

For more information, questions and pre-registration:
Tel. +47 32 08 10 60
post@alturistinfo.no
www.al.no

More information in the Kulturbeite brochure (Norwegian Language)

Organiser: The Municipality of Ål/
Ål Utvikling AS

INTERIOR DETAILS
OF ÅL CHURCH,
PHOTO OLE J. BRYE.

DETAILS FROM THE WORK BY THE ARTIST ROLF NESCH, PHOTO OLE J. BRYE.
CULTURAL WALKS IN ÅL FOR GROUPS ALL YEAR ROUND

Cultural treasures menu 2015-2016

PEARLS ON A STRING
- A cultural walk to the most exciting attractions in the centre of Ål

HISTORIC LEAPS
Theme walks focused mainly on:
- Sundre history and the listed (blue signs) buildings in the centre of Ål
- Railway history and hydropower history in Ål
- Local national folk costumes
- Ål Rural Museum

Tailored content, time and duration according to agreement. If desired, Halling cuisine may be served and/or cultural additions included.

For more information, questions, orders and reservations:
Tel. +47 32 08 10 60
post@alturistinfo.no
www.al.no

More information in the Kulturbeite brochure (Norwegian Language)